
 

KeepVid Music Tag Editor 2.0.0.3

the following are changes to the tags: + for the "album artist" tag, the "genre" field has been moved
to the "artist" field. + for the "album" tag, the "genre" field has been moved to the "album" field. +
the "composer" tag has been removed from the tag editor. keepvid music tag editor is based on the
concept of tag editor. it mainly contains the following features: tag editor tag search tag export tag

import text file input and output manage and search tags here are the steps to install keepvid music
tag editor 2.0.3: extract the downloaded file. install "keepvidmusic_music.apk". after the installation
is done, you can use the keepvid music tag editor. if you want to update, you should download the

file "keepvidmusic_music.apk" again. keepvid music tag editor is a music tag editor based on
javascript and html5. it is lightweight and will not occupy too much memory on your computer. there
are three kinds of tags that you can add to your mp3 file: artist name album title track title you can

save the tags as a text file to the local storage. the keepvid music tag editor is a simple tool for
creating music tags from audio files. the tag editor reads from audio files on the local machine or
from an external source, and creates .musictags and .xml files. the tag editor will write the tags to

disk, but also makes them available in a web form so you can search and browse them. the tag
editor does not support editing tags from multiple files, and is not optimized for the large number of

tags that you can create with it. it is mainly intended to assist those who are starting out with tag
editing, and can be used as a quick way to create custom music tags.
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